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Cloud Coasters
Description: Set of six. Wool with cork backing. GOKM exclusive.
Maker: Emily Howe of Quail Studio (Albuquerque)
Price: $24
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**Map Tote Bag**
Description: Tote bag with O’Keeffe-themed map
Maker: Illustrated by Christina Dallorso Kortz (Santa Fe). GOKM exclusive.
Production: Made in USA
Price: $22
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**Luur Bracelet**
Description: Magnetic corian bracelets. Mix and match.
Production: Made in USA
Price: $75
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**Stamp Sets**
Description: Poppy and Sunflower stamp set. Southwest stamp set.
Designer: Designed by Geninne D Zlatkis (Santa Fe)
Production: Made in Canada
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**Betsy Olmsted Textiles**
Description: Tea towels and table runners inspired by Georgia O’Keeffe paintings. GOKM exclusive
Production: Printed in India, assembled in USA
Price: Tea towels, $24. Table runners, $70.
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**Loomination**
Description: Woven napkins sets. 100% USA-grown cotton.
Production: Made in USA
Price: $48 for set of two
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**Dinner with Georgia O’Keeffe: Recipes, Art & Landscape**
Description: Cookbook by Robyn Lea, Assouline Press
Price: $50
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**One Acre Ceramics**
Description: Handmade, color-block ceramics (vases, thumb cups, and logo mugs)
Designer: Sarah and Thomas Gelsanliter for One Acre Ceramics (Michigan)
Price: $15-$28
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**Alphabet Inspired Brooch**
Description: Alexander Calder-inspired sterling silver letters, A-Z
Designer: Gloria Olazabal of Heliconia Jewelry (Santa Fe)
Price: $130
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**Table Setting**
Shown items: table runners by Betsy Olmsted Textiles ($70), *Dinner with O’Keeffe: Recipes, Art & Landscape* ($50), color-block mugs by One Acre Ceramics ($15-$28)
Style Finds
Shown items: Bella Donna women’s t-shirt ($22), museum logo paintbrush/pencils ($4), Chilewich zippered pouch ($30), map tote bag ($20), silk/cotton shawl ($25), Luur bracelets ($75)

Many other items are available for consideration. To schedule a visit and merchandise review, please contact Micaela Hester at 505.946.1063 or mhester@okeeffemuseum.org.